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Abstract. A variety of drivers for process modeling efforts, from low-
level service orchestration to high-level decision support, results in many
process models describing one business process. Depending on the mod-
eling purpose, these models differ with respect to the model granularity.
Business process model abstraction (BPMA) emerged as a technique
that given a process model delivers a high-level process representation
containing more coarse-grained activities and overall ordering constraints
between them. Thereby, BPMA reduces the number of models capturing
the same business process on different abstraction levels. In this paper, we
present an abstraction approach that derives control flow dependencies
for activities of an abstract model, once the groups of related activities
are selected for aggregation. In contrast to the existing work, we allow
for arbitrary activity groupings. To this end, we employ the behavioral
profile notion that captures behavioral characteristics of a process model.
Based on the original model and the activity grouping, we compute a new
behavioral profile used for synthesis of the abstract process model.

1 Introduction

Business process management is a methodology that allows companies to stay
competitive and shorten the time to market periods of their products and ser-
vices [14]. Typically, each product or service is supported by a series of opera-
tional business processes. Companies that adopt business process management
use models to explicitly capture the knowledge about their processes. In large
companies such initiatives often yield several thousand models. Not only the
number is a challenge to maintenance of these models, but also the fact that of-
ten several models relate to the same process. This is, for instance, the case when
there exists a BPEL model capturing the service orchestration, a detailed con-
ceptual model describing the work steps, and an overview model for senior man-
agement. In this context, business process model abstraction (BPMA) emerged
as a technique that works on the most detailed model. It preserves essential
process properties leaving out insignificant details. In this way, maintenance can
be centered around the most fine-grained model from which the more abstract
models are generated.
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BPMA is related to different use cases. These include, for instance, discover-
ing the perspective of a particular collaboration partner or filtering out activities
of minor interest. A user study with industry has revealed that getting a quick
overview of a detailed process is urgently required in practice [26]. Technically, a
more high-level process model has to be derived with more coarse-grained activ-
ities and their control flow relations. A corresponding BPMA technique has to
tackle two questions. First, which activities should be grouped into more coarse-
grained ones? Second, what are the control flow relations between them? Most of
the existing work has made structural assumptions regarding the first question,
such that the second question becomes trivial, cf. [6,12,16,21]. Meanwhile, these
restrictions are often not realistic given the requirements in practice [22,29].

In this paper, we address the abstraction problem, assuming that arbitrary
activity groupings are specified. Our contribution is a technique for discovering
control flow relations of an abstract model given an unrestricted grouping of
activities in the initial model. Our novel approach builds on behavioral profiles,
a mechanism that captures control relations between each pair of activities in
terms of strict order, exclusiveness, or interleaving. Furthermore, we develop
an approach for the synthesis of a process model from a behavioral profile. The
synthesis builds on the newly defined notion of consistency for behavioral profiles.

The rest of the paper is structured accordingly. Section 2 motivates the prob-
lem and introduces the basic notations. Section 3 presents the developed BPMA
technique including the derivation of an abstract profile and the synthesis of
the model. Section 4 discusses the related work. Finally, Section 5 concludes the
paper and provides an outline on the future work.

2 Background

This section discusses BPMA and explains the limitations of the existing ap-
proaches supporting the argumentation with an example. Once the motivation
is provided, we introduce the formalism further used in the paper.

2.1 Business Process Model Abstraction

In essence, business process model abstraction is an operation on a model which
preserves essential properties by leaving out insignificant details in order to retain
information relevant for a particular purpose. BPMA is realized by means of two
basic abstraction operations: elimination and aggregation (respectively, inverse
of the extension and refinement operations for behavior inheritance [24]). While
elimination omits insignificant activities, aggregation groups several semantically
related activities into one high-level activity. As the question of which activities
shall be aggregated has been partially answered by prior research, e.g., cf. [25],
we focus on how the ordering relations between high-level activities are derived.

Existing approaches restrict the choice of activities to be aggregated and
derive the ordering relations between high-level activities analyzing the initial
model control flow, cf. [6,16,21]. In these works each coarse-grained activity is
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Fig. 1. Motivating example: initial model and activity grouping

mapped to a process model fragment. The fragments are either explicitly given by
patterns or specified through properties. The latter enables aggregation of frag-
ments with an arbitrary inner structure and rests upon model decomposition
techniques [21]. However, the direct analysis of the control flow has limitations.
In practice, semantically related activities can be allocated in the original model
independently of the control flow structure, while one activity may belong to sev-
eral semantically related activity sets [22,29]. Consider the example model PM
in Fig. 1. The model describes a business process, where a forecast request is pro-
cessed. Once a forecast request is received, the required data is collected. Then,
there are two options: either to perform a full data analysis, or its short version.
The process concludes with a forecast report creation. Model PM contains sev-
eral semantically related activities that can be aggregated together into more
coarse-grained ones. In model PM related activities are marked by the same
background color, for instance, {Prepare data for quick analysis, Perform quick
data analysis}. Each activity set corresponds to a respective high-level activity in
the abstract model PMa, e.g., Perform quick analysis. Activities Receive forecast
request and Generate forecast report are not aggregated and, hence, appear in
the abstract model as is. The abstraction techniques proposed in prior research
allow to aggregate activities that belong, for instance, to fragment F1 or F2.
However, none of the existing approaches is capable of suggesting the ordering
constraints between activities Handle data, Perform full analysis, and Perform
quick analysis in the abstract model. In this paper, we define a more flexible
approach to determine the control structure. We utilize behavioral profiles [30]
as the underlying formalism. Behavioral profiles capture the essential behavior
of a process model in terms of strict order, exclusiveness, and interleaving order
relations for each activity pair.

Further, addressing the user demand revealed in [26], our BPMA technique
comprises a slider control that manages the ordering constraints loss. The slider
allows the user to select an appropriate model from a spectrum of models: from
the model with an arbitrary execution of high-level activities to the model where
the ordering constraints of PM are best-effort preserved.
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2.2 Preliminaries

For our discussion, we use a formal notion of a process model. It captures the
commonalities of process modeling languages, such as BPMN or EPCs.

Definition 1 (Process Model). A tuple PM = (A, G, F, s, e, t) is a process
model , where:
– A is a finite nonempty set of activities;
– G is a finite set of gateways;
– N = A ∪ G is a finite set of nodes with A ∩ G = ∅;
– F ⊆ N × N is the flow relation, such that (N, F ) is a connected graph;
– •n = {n′ ∈ N |(n′, n) ∈ F} and n• = {n′ ∈ N |(n, n′) ∈ F} denote, respec-

tively, the direct predecessors and successors of a node n ∈ N ;
– ∀ a ∈ A : | • a| ≤ 1 ∧ |a • | ≤ 1
– s ∈ A is the only start activity, such that •s = ∅;
– e ∈ A is the only end activity, such that e• = ∅;
– t : G → {and, xor} is a mapping that associates each gateway with a type.

The execution semantics of such a process model is given by a translation into a
Petri net following on common formalizations, cf., [1,10]. As our notion of a pro-
cess model comprises a dedicated start activity and a dedicated end activity, the
resulting Petri net is a workflow net (WF-net) [1]. All gateways are of type and
or xor, such that the WF-net is free-choice [1]. In order to arrive at a behavioral
profile, we consider the set of all complete traces (or execution sequences) from
start s to end e. The set of complete process traces TPM for a process model
PM contains lists of the form s · A∗ · e such that a list comprises the execution
order of activities. We use a ∈ σ with σ ∈ TPM to denote that an activity a
is a part of a complete process trace. The behavioral profile is grounded on the
notion of weak order between activities within this set of traces. Two activities
of a process model are in weak order, if there exists a trace in which one activity
occurs after the other. This relation requires the existence of such a trace and
does not have to hold for all traces of the model.

Definition 2 (Weak Order Relation). Let PM = (A, G, F, s, e, t) be a pro-
cess model, and TPM—its set of traces. The weak order relation �PM ⊆ (A×A)
contains all pairs (x, y), such that there is a trace σ = n1, . . . , nm in TPM with
j ∈ {1, . . . , m − 1} and j < k ≤ m for which holds nj = x and nk = y.

Depending on how two activities of a process model are related by weak order,
we define three relations forming the behavioral profile.

Definition 3 (Behavioral Profile). Let PM = (A, G, F, s, e, t) be a process
model. A pair (x, y) ∈ (A × A) is in one of the following relations:
– strict order relation �PM , if x �PM y and y ��PM x;
– exclusiveness relation +PM , if x ��PM y and y ��PM x;
– interleaving order relation ||PM , if x �PM y and y �PM x.

The set of all three relations is the behavioral profile of PM .

The relations of the behavioral profile, along with the inverse strict order �−1=
{(x, y) ∈ (A × A) | (y, x) ∈ �}, partition the Cartesian product of activities.
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The behavioral profile relations allow different levels of
freedom for activities. While interleaving order relation al-
lows the activities to appear in an arbitrary order, (inverse)
strict order specifies a particular execution order, and exclu-
siveness prohibits appearance of two activities in one trace.
Thus, we organize the relations into a hierarchy presented
in Fig. 2. At the top of the hierarchy the “strictest” relation
appears, while at the bottom—the least restrictive.

3 Abstract Model Synthesis

In this section, we describe the developed abstraction technique. We realize the
technique in the following steps.
Step 1 derive the behavioral profile BPPM for model PM
Step 2 construct the behavioral profile BPPMa for model PMa

Step 3 if a model consistent with profile BPPMa exists
Step 4 then create PMa, else report an inconsistency.
The remainder of this section is structured according to the above mentioned
steps: each subsection discusses one step.

3.1 Deriving Behavioral Relations from a Process Model

Derivation of the behavioral profile of a process model can be done efficiently
under the assumption of soundness. Soundness is a correctness criteria often used
for process models that guarantees the absence of behavioral anomalies, such
as deadlocks or livelocks [2]. It has been defined for WF-nets. As discussed in
Section 2.2, semantics for our notion of a process model is given by a translation
into free-choice WF-nets. Hence, the soundness criterion can be directly applied
to a process model. Moreover, we are able to reuse techniques for the derivation
of behavioral profiles that have been introduced for sound free-choice WF-nets
in [30]. Based thereon, behavioral profiles can be derived in O(n3) time with
n as the number of nodes of the respective WF-net. In essence, this approach
establishes a relation between the structure of a net and the relations of its
behavioral profile.

3.2 Abstract Model Behavioral Profile Construction

We assume that each high-level activity in PMa = (Aa, Ga, Fa, sa, ea, ta) is the
result of aggregation of several activities in PM = (A, G, F, s, e, t). Then, the
construction of coarse-grained activities is formalized by a function aggregate:

Definition 4 (Function Aggregate). Let PM = (A, G, F, s, e, t) be a process
model and PMa = (Aa, Ga, Fa, sa, ea, ta)—its abstract counterpart. Function
aggregate : Aa → P(A) specifies a correspondence between one activity in PMa

and the set of activities in PM .
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Algorithm 1. Derivation of a behavioral relation for an activity pair
1: deriveBehavioralRelation(Activity x, Activity y, Double wt)
2: w(x �P Ma y) = |{∀(a, b) ∈ aggregate(x) × aggregate(y) : a �P M b ∨ a||PM b}|
3: w(y �PMa x) = |{∀(a, b) ∈ aggregate(x) × aggregate(y) : a �−1

P M b ∨ a||PM b}|
4: w(x 	�P Ma y) = |{∀(a, b) ∈ aggregate(x) × aggregate(y) : a �−1

P M b ∨ a +P M b}|
5: w(y 	�PMa x) = |{∀(a, b) ∈ aggregate(x) × aggregate(y) : a �P M b ∨ a +P M b}|
6: wprod = |aggregate(x)| · |aggregate(y)|
7: w(x +PMa y) =

min(w(x ��P Ma
y),w(y ��P Ma

x))
wprod

8: w(x �P Ma y) =
min(w(x�P Ma

y),w(y ��P Ma
x))

wprod

9: w(x �−1
P Ma

y) =
min(w(y�P Ma

x),w(x ��P Ma
y))

wprod

10: w(x||PMa y) =
min(w(x�P Ma

y),w(y�P Ma
x))

wprod

11: if w(x +PMa y) > wt then
12: return x +P Ma y
13: if w(x �PMa y) > wt then

14: if w(x �−1
PMa

y) > w(x �PMa y) then

15: return x �−1
P Ma

y

16: else
17: return x �P Ma y

18: if w(x �−1
PMa

y) > wt then

19: return x �−1
P Ma

y

20: return x||PMa y

Considering the example in Fig. 1, for instance, it holds aggregate(Perform
quick analysis) = {Prepare data for quick analysis, Perform quick data anal-
ysis} and aggregate(Handle data)={Collect data, Prepare data for full analy-
sis, Prepare data for quick analysis}. The behavioral profile of model PMa

defines the relations between each pair of activities in PMa. To discover the
behavioral profile for PMa we analyze the relations among activities in PM
and consider the function aggregate. For each pair of coarse-grained activi-
ties x, y, where x, y ∈ Aa, we study the relations between a and b, where
a ∈ aggregate(x), b ∈ aggregate(y). This study reveals a dominating behav-
ioral relation between elements of aggregate(x) and aggregate(y). We assume
that the behavioral relations between activity pairs of PMa can be discov-
ered independently from each other, i.e., the relation between x and y, where
x, y ∈ Aa depends on the relations between activities in aggregate(x) and
aggregate(y), but does not depend on the relations between aggregate(x) and
aggregate(z), ∀z ∈ Aa.

Algorithm 1 formalizes the derivation of behavioral relations. The input of
the algorithm is a pair of activities, x and y, and wt—the user-specified thresh-
old telling significant relation weights from the rest and, hence, managing the
ordering constraints loss. The output of the algorithm is the relation between
x and y. Algorithm 1 derives behavioral profile relations between x and y from
the observable frequencies of relations between activities (a, b), where (a, b) ∈
aggregate(x) × aggregate(y). According to Definition 3 each of the behavioral
profile relations is specified by the corresponding weak order relations. Thereby,
to conclude about the behavioral profile relation between x and y we first
evaluate the frequencies of weak order relations for x and y. The latter are
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found in the assumption that each weak order relation holding for (a, b) ∈
aggregate(x) × aggregate(y), contributes to the weak order relation between
x and y. This rationale allows to find the weight for each weak order relation
between x and y (lines 2–5). The overall number of relations is stored in variable
wprod (line 6). Algorithm 1 continues finding the relative weight for each behav-
ioral profile relation (lines 7–10). The relative weights of behavioral relations
together with the relation hierarchy are used to choose the dominating relation
(lines 11–20). The behavioral relations are ranked according to their relative
weights. Threshold wt selects significant relations, omitting those which relative
weights are less than wt. Finally, the relation hierarchy allows to choose the
strictest relation among the significant ones. Notice that the input parameter wt

implements the slider concept: by means of wt the user expresses the preferred
ordering constraint loss level and obtains the corresponding behavioral relations
for model PMa.

0 10
+ ||

0.5
→

w(x→y)w(x+y)
w(x||y), w(x→-1y)

Fig. 3. Slider example

To illustrate Algorithm 1 we refer to the moti-
vating example and derive the behavioral relation
between activities Handle data (HD) and Perform
quick analysis (PQA) given the threshold wt =
0.5. Following Algorithm 1, w(HD�PMaPQA) =
4, w(PQA�PMaHD) = 1, w(HD ��PMaPQA) = 2,
w(PQA ��PMaHD) = 5, and wprod = 6. Then,
w(HD+PMaPQA) = 2/6, w(HD�PMaPQA) = 4/6, w(HD�−1

PMa
PQA) = 1/6,

and w(HD�−1
PMa

PQA) = 1/6. The constellation of behavioral relation weights
is shown in Fig. 3. Each relation weight wr defines a segment [0, wr], where the
respective behavioral relation r is valid. If the maximum weight of the relations
wmax is less than 1, we claim that the interleaving order relation is valid in seg-
ment [wmax, 1] (it provides most freedom in execution of two activities). While
the resulting segments overlap, the relation hierarchy defines the dominating re-
lation in a particular point of [0, 1]. For only w(HD�PMaPQA) > 0.5, we state
Handle data �PMa Perform quick analysis.

3.3 Behavioral Profile Consistency Validation

The creation of the behavioral profile for the abstract model as introduced above
might yield an inconsistent profile. Hence, this section first introduces a notion of
consistency for behavioral profiles and then elaborates on how it can be decided.

... ...

(a)

... ...

(b)

Fig. 4. Exemplary model
fragments

Consistent Behavioral Profiles. A behavioral pro-
file is inconsistent, if there exists no process model
that satisfies all the constraints of the behavioral pro-
file. Whether such a process model exists depends
on the applied notion of a process model and the
intended structural and behavioral characteristics of
the synthesized model. For instance, the strict order
relation might define a cyclic dependency between
three activities x, y, and z: x � y, y � z, and z � x.
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The process model fragment in Fig. 4(a) satisfies these behavioral constraints at
the expense of duplicating activities. However, the result is clearly inappropri-
ate against the background of our use case: an abstract model should provide a
concise and compact view on the process. Hence, extensive activity duplication
should be avoided. For our notion of a process model, the aforementioned be-
havioral constraints cannot be satisfied as exemplified by the model in Fig. 4(b),
where constraint z � x is violated. Moreover, structural and behavioral proper-
ties of a process model, e.g., the absence of deadlocks, impact on the existence
of a process model for a given behavioral profile.

Our notion of behavioral profile consistency is motivated by the goal of de-
riving a sound process model. That is, the resulting model should be free of
behavioral anomalies, cf., Section 2.2.

Definition 5 (Consistent Behavioral Profile). Let PM = (A, G, F, s, e, t)
be a process model with the behavioral profile BP = {�PM , +PM , ||PM}. R ⊆
(A × A) is a dependency relation derived from the behavioral profile with:
– (x, y) /∈ R and (y, x) /∈ R, if x +PM y.
– (x, y) ∈ R and (y, x) /∈ R, if x �PM y.
– either (x, y), (y, x) ∈ R or (x, y), (y, x) /∈ R, if x||PMy.

Then, BP is consistent, iff R is a transitive relation.

For the aforementioned example of three activities x, y, and z with x � y, y � z,
and z � x the profile is inconsistent: x � y and y � z induce x R y and y R z,
whereas x ��R z is derived from z � x.

In order to prove that consistency of a behavioral profile coincides with the
existence of a sound process model that shows this profile, we need auxiliary
results on the relation between behavioral and structural dependencies.

Proposition 1. Let PM = (A, G, F, s, e, t) be a sound process model and BP =
{�PM , +PM , ||PM}—its behavioral profile. Then, for x, y ∈ A it holds:
S1 there is no path between them, x��F+y and y��F+x, if x +PM y.
S2 there is a path between them, xF+y and y��F+x, if x �PM y.
S3 there is either no path between them or they are a part of a control flow

cycle, (x��F+y) ∧ (y��F+x) or (xF+y) ∧ (yF+x), if x||PMy.
S4 they are exclusive or in interleaving order, x +PM y or x||PMy, if x��F+y and

y��F+x.
S5 they are in strict order, x �PM y, if xF+y and y��F+x.
S6 they are in interleaving order, x||PMy, if xF+y and yF+x.

Proof. We have already mentioned that any sound process model can be trans-
formed into a corresponding sound free-choice WF-net. Hence, we reuse the
results that have been proven for this class of nets in [30].

S1 Follows from Lemma 3 in [30], stating that activities that cannot be enabled
concurrently are exclusive if and only if there is no path between them.

S2 Follows from the proof of Theorem 1 in [30], which includes the statement
that for activities that cannot be enabled concurrently, the path relations xF+y
and y�F+x coincide with strict order x � y.
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S3 According to Lemma 2 in [30], activities that cannot be enabled concur-
rently are in interleaving order, if and only if they are a part of a common control
flow cycle. It remains to show that potential concurrent enabling of activities x
and y implies that there is either no path between them, x��F+y and y��F+x, or
they belong to a common control flow cycle, xF+y and yF+x. Assume that x
and y can be enabled concurrently and that xF+y and y��F+x hold. The path
xF+y induces a sequence of activities that can be executed starting with x and
leading to a state in which y is enabled (this property has been shown for sound
free-choice WF-nets in [15]). Due to y��F+x, any token enabling y in the first
state cannot impact on the execution of this activity sequence. Thereby, a state
in which y is enabled concurrently to itself is reached. This contradicts the pro-
cess model soundness property. Again, that follows from transferring the results
shown for free-choice sound WF-nets to our setting. In [2] such nets are shown
to be safe, so that no activity can be enabled concurrently to itself.

S4 Follows directly from Lemma 1 in [30] and Lemma 3 in [30], cf. also S1.
S5 Follows from the proof of Theorem 1 in [30], cf. also S2.
S6 Follows directly from Lemma 2 in [30]. �

The requirements imposed by Definition 5 for relation R coincide with the prop-
erties of the flow relation in sound process models, cf., Proposition 1. In other
words, Definition 5 ensures that the structural requirements induced by the be-
havioral profile are satisfiable. We see that every sound process model shows a
consistent behavioral profile.

Lemma 1. The behavioral profile of a sound process model is consistent.

Proof. Let PM = (A, G, F, s, e, t) be a sound process model with the behavioral
profile BP = {�PM , +PM , ||PM} and assume that BP is not consistent. Accord-
ing to Proposition 1 S1, S2, and S3, the transitive closure of the flow relation F
of PM qualifies for being a dependency relation as defined in Definition 5. How-
ever, the flow relation F is transitive by definition, which yields a contradiction
with our assumption of BP being inconsistent. �

Deciding Behavioral Profile Consistency. According to Lemma 1, consis-
tency of the behavioral profile is a necessary condition for the existence of a
sound process model. Hence, we have to clarify how to decide consistency for a
given behavioral profile.

In the general case the consistency check for a behavioral profile cannot be
done efficiently: interleaving order between two activities stems either from the
potential concurrent enabling, or from the existence of a control flow cycle span-
ning both activities. Hence, to decide whether there exists a transitive relation
R according to Definition 5, both possibilities have to be explored for each pair
of activities in interleaving order. Analysis of alternatives yields an exponential
time complexity of any algorithm for checking consistency.

Still, consistency can be decided efficiently under certain assumptions. Con-
sistency of a behavioral profile comprising solely strict order and exclusiveness
relations can be decided in polynomial time. In addition, two stricter notions of
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consistency can be applied. First, all pairs of activities x and y with x||y may
be required to be in the dependency relation, i.e., (x, y), (y, x) ∈ R. In this case,
the existence of a transitive relation R indicates the existence of a sound process
model for the profile that does not show any concurrency of activities. That
is due to the fact that interleaving order between activities stems solely from
control flow cycles. We refer to this consistency as non-concurrent consistency.
Second, all pairs of activities x and y with x||y may be required not to be in the
dependency relation, i.e., (x, y), (y, x) /∈ R. Then, interleaving order is expected
to stem solely from concurrent enabling of activities. This consistency, referred
to as acyclic consistency, hints at the existence of a sound process model for
the profile that is acyclic. As both notions avoid to check two possibilities for
interleaving pairs of activities, they can be decided in polynomial time.

Corollary 1. The following problems can be decided in O(n3) time with n as
the number of activities of a behavioral profile.
1. Given a behavioral profile, to decide consistency in the absence of activities

in interleaving order.
2. Given a behavioral profile, to decide non-concurrent consistency.
3. Given a behavioral profile, to decide acyclic consistency.

Proof. According to Definition 5, a dependency relation is built from the behav-
ioral profile. In all three cases, the derivation is straight-forward as for every pair
of activities it is defined whether or not it is part of the dependency relation.
Hence, building the dependency relations takes O(n2) time with n as the number
of activities. Then, the dependency relations is checked for transitivity, which
takes O(n3) time with n as the number of activities of the process model. �

3.4 Abstract Model Synthesis from a Consistent Behavioral Profile

Once consistency of a behavioral profile is validated, we derive the abstract
model structure from the behavioral profile. Due to consistency and according
to Definition 5 there is a transitive dependency relation between the activities.
This dependency relation induces the abstract process model flow relation. Still,
to arrive at a well-structured process model in which every activity has at most
one predecessor and successor, several additional steps have to be done. We
outline these steps in Algorithm 2 and explain them in detail in the following
paragraphs.

First, the dependency relationR between activities is determined. Then, a tran-
sitive reduction is performed on R yielding the relation R′. Intuitively, the depen-
dency relation corresponds to the transitive closure of the flow relation. Thereby,
it is reduced by all activity pairs that can be derived through transitivity of two
other activity pairs. In the case of cyclic dependencies, there are different options
to remove activity pairs during transitive reduction. We can choose one pair arbi-
trarily, since the activity order inside a control flow cycle does not impact on the
relations of the behavioral profile between these activities.
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Algorithm 2. Deriving a process model from a consistent behavioral profile
1: deriveProcessModelFromBehavioralProfile(BP)
2: R := determineDependencyRelation(BP)
3: R′ := doTransitiveReduction(R)
4: A :=extractOneDomainOfRelation(BR)
5: G := ∅
6: s := determineOrCreateStartActivity(R′)
7: e := determineOrCreateEndActivity(R′)
8: A := A ∪ {s, e}
9: R′ := updateRelationBasedOnStartAndEndActivities(s,e,R′)

10: F := R′

11: t := ∅
12: for all a ∈ A with more than one successor in R′ do
13: Ga := createSplitGatewaysBetweenActivityAndSuccessors(a,R′)
14: t := t ∪ determineGatewayTypes(a,Ga,R′)
15: F := updateRelationForGatewaysAfterActivity(G,a, F )
16: G := G ∪ Ga

17: for all a ∈ A with more than one predecessor in R′ do
18: Ga := createJoinGatewaysBetweenActivityAndSuccessors(a,R′)
19: t := t ∪ determineGatewayTypes(a,Ga,R′)
20: F := updateRelationForGatewaysAfterActivity(G,a, F )
21: G := G ∪ Ga

22: return PM = (A, G, F, s, e, t)

Second, we extract the set of activities of the process model, which corresponds
to one of the domains of the behavioral profile relations. Further, we determine
a start and an end activity as follows. If there is exactly one activity that has no
predecessor in the reduced dependency relation R′, this activity is selected as the
start activity s. When there are multiple start activity candidates, an auxiliary
activity is created and added to the set of activities. Relation R′ is updated,
so that there is an entry between the auxiliary activity and all start activity
candidates. In the same vein, an end activity is selected or created, respectively.

Third, the abstract model flow relation is defined as the reduced dependency
relation R′. Then, the result is a process model consisting of activities and flow
arcs with dedicated start and end activities. However, activities might show
multiple incoming or outgoing flow arcs. In a post-processing step, we introduce
gateways to realize the splitting and joining of control flow. For an activity with
multiple outgoing arcs split gateways are applied. Notice that more than one
gateway might be introduced to implement the behavioral relations between
succeeding activities correctly. Thus, there might be a sequence of gateways,
inserted between the activity and its successors, such that the flow relation and
the relation that types gateways have to be updated accordingly. For an activity
a the sequence of succeeding split gateways is created as follows.
1. All successors of a, for which there is a path to a, are connected to a new xor
split gateway. Note that these successors are part of one control flow cycle.
2. All successors of a are grouped iteratively, so that each group has the same
behavioral relations to the other successors of a (or groups of successors). All
these groups are either exclusive to each other, or in interleaving order.
3. All successors of a in a dedicated group are connected to a new split gateway.
The gateway type is defined by the behavioral relation between the group mem-
bers: exclusiveness yields a xor gateway, interleaving order—an and gateway.
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4. The gateways created for all groups are chained according to the order of
activity grouping. Any xor gateway for the activities in a control flow cycle is
added as the last gateway.

... a

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

b

c

d

e

f

a

b

c

d

e

f

Fig. 5. Post-processing of activities
with multiple outgoing flow arcs

We illustrate these steps by the model
fragment depicted in the left part of Fig. 5.
Assume there is a path from b to a and
from c to a, whereas there is no path from
activities d, e, and f to a. Thus, activities
b and c are grouped and connected to an
xor split. Assume that activities d and e
are exclusive, while both of them are in
interleaving order with activity f . Then,
d and e are grouped first and connected
to an xor split. Taking both activities as a single fragment, the second group
consists of this fragment and activity f . Due to interleaving order, both are
connected to an and split. Finally, the group containing the activities in a control
flow cycle, i.e., b and c, is connected. The right part of Fig. 5 depicts the post-
processing result for activity a. The approach described for activities with more
than one outgoing flow arc is mirrored for activities with more than one incoming
flow arc in order to introduce the respective join gateways.

After the activities with multiple incoming or outgoing flow arcs have been
post-processed, the complete abstract model derived from the consistent behav-
ioral profile is returned by the algorithm.

Lemma 2. Given a consistent behavioral profile, the process model derived by
Algorithm 2 shows the same behavioral profile.

Proof. Let BP = {�, +, ||} be a consistent behavioral profile and PM = (A, G,
F, s, e, t) the derived process model with the behavioral profile BP ′ = {�PM

, +PM , ||PM}. The algorithm translates the transitive dependency relation into
the transitive closure of the flow relation F . Therefore, x � y implies xF+y
and y��F+x. According to Proposition 1 S5, x �PM y holds. The same argument
holds for interleaving activities x||y that translate to xF+y and yF+x, yielding
x||PMy by Proposition 1 S6. For activities x and y with x��F+y and y��F+x, it holds
either x||y or x + y. It remains to show that in both cases the same relation can
be observed in the derived process model. As the process model is a connected
graph, there must be a node n for which we have a path to x and a path to y,
while for two successors of n, n1, n2 ∈ n•, it holds n1F

+x, n1��F+y, n2��F+x, and
n2F

+y. As n has more than one successor, it is a gateway. The type of gateway n,
and or xor, determines whether it holds n1 +PM n2 or n1||PMn2 and, therefore,
x +PM y or x||PMy. As this gateway type is selected by our algorithm based on
the behavioral relation between x and y in the original profile BP = {�, +, ||},
the relations of both profiles BP and BP ′ coincide for activities x and y. �

After we studied the relation between consistency of a behavioral profile and the
existence of a sound process models in both directions, we conclude the following.
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Theorem 1. There is a sound process model, if and only if, the behavioral profile
is consistent.

Proof. The ⇒ direction follows from Lemma 1, the ⇐ direction from Lemma 2.
�

Perform full
analysis

Perform quick
analysis

Handle
data

?Receive
forecast request

Generate
forecast report

Fig. 6. Abstract model for the initial ex-
ample in Fig. 1

We conclude this section returning
to the motivating example presented
in Section 2. Fig. 6 illustrates the
complete abstract model derived from
the initial model according to the
developed abstraction technique. We
see that the activities aggregated into
Handle data are in strict order with
most of the other activities to aggre-
gate. Hence, the strict order relation holds also between the aggregated activi-
ties in the abstract model. For the other two aggregated activities, exclusiveness
turns out to be the dominating behavioral relation.

4 Related Work

The work presented in this paper complements two research areas: business pro-
cess model abstraction and process model synthesis. The former studies methods
of process model transformation and criteria of model element abstraction.

The related process model transformation techniques constitute two groups.
The first group builds on an explicit definition of a fragment to be transformed.
Here, Petri net reduction rules preserving certain behavioral properties play an
important role [19]. Such rules have also been defined for workflow graphs [23],
EPCs [11,18], and YAWL [31]. The second group of transformation techniques
hierarchically decomposes a model into fragments, e.g., cf. [28]. The reduced
process model can be regarded as a view in terms of [20] and typically preserves
properties of behavior inheritance [3]. Unfortunately, such hierarchical decom-
position is not sufficient in many scenarios, cf. [29]. The technique developed in
this paper shows how the abstract model control flow can be discovered even for
non-hierarchical abstractions. Model element abstraction criteria, for instance,
execution cost, duration, and path frequency, have been studied in a number
of works [12,13,26]. These works have in common that their major focus is on
identifying abstraction candidates. The current paper complements this stream
of research demonstrating how abstracted process models can be constructed
even if aggregated activities are not structurally close to each other. There is a
series of works that address the requirements of business process model abstrac-
tion. The approaches of [6,7,16] build on an explicit definition of a fragment that
can be abstracted to provide a process overview. In [5,21,27] such fragments are
discovered without user specification according to the model structure.

The developed method for the construction of an abstract process model from
the behavioral profile extends the family of process model synthesis techniques.
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In process mining the alpha algorithm is used for the construction of a process
model from event logs [4]. The mining relations used by the alpha algorithm differ
to ours as they are only partially transitive. In this paper, we use the behavioral
profile relations, which permit the reconstruction of the process model if the
profile is consistent. There are further approaches to synthesis that take the
state space as an input to generate process models including [8,9,17], which all
build on Petri net formalism.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented a novel approach to process model abstrac-
tion that addresses existing industry demand. Given a process model and sets
of related activities in it, we are capable to deliver a high-level process model
preserving the overall properties of the initial model or tell the user that such a
model cannot be created. The suggested abstraction approach bases on an aggre-
gation of the initial model elements and, in contrast to the available techniques,
is capable of non-hierarchical aggregation. To synthesize a high-level process
model we leverage behavioral profiles. Once a profile for the initial model is cre-
ated, we propose how to abstract it and synthesize a high-level model out of it.
Notice that in the synthesis step we assume the resulting model to be a sound
process model—a reasonable assumption in practice.

This paper motivates several directions of the future work. In the context of
BPMA, it is imperative to investigate criteria and methods allowing to learn
which activities in the initial model are related. A corresponding solution would
complement the approach developed in this paper and their combination may
support the user with an automated BPMA solution. Another direction of the
future work is the further research on model synthesis out of behavioral profiles.
In particular, it is interesting to broaden the class of synthesized models.
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